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Cheer on an amateur sports team in your city. Make a fire outside. This is free and hands down, the best date
ever. Go through this list of questions and answer them all, back and forth. Or, use it as part of a game of truth
or dare. Bowling is always a fun night out, and if you go during the week you can find somewhere to do it
super cheap. Lots of cities are getting cheap and easy bikes you can rent around town and return at any number
of vending locations. This is a great way to see your neighborhood differently. Go to a park where you can
feed the ducks. Go to a local park and rent a canoe or paddleboards. Play a Monopoly game through until
someone wins. Play music not TV in the background. Go to a flea market or hit some thrift stores. Hike
anywhere nearby with a great view. This works with a community garden or a regular park as well. Take a
community education class together. Learn how to cook and spend time together at one of your homes making
nice dinners and eating them over candlelight. Go to the beach. Volunteer at the Humane Society together and
play with dogs that need extra love. This is not necessarily a cheap date, but a very cheap weekend away: Go
for a walk downtown together on a Friday or Saturday night. If you live somewhere without light pollution, sit
outside and try to identify as many constellations as you can. Build a fort and then make out inside it. Join a
rec league and play on the same team together. Find a coffeehouse that has live music and go there for a night.
Go on a ghost hunt. The gold standard of a cheap date: If either of you is actually into golf, the driving range
can be just as fun, but slightly more athletic. In the summer, get some ice cream and go for a walk through a
fun neighborhood. Outdoor rinks in the winter are so romantic and beautiful. Find out the free or reduced-price
days to go to your local planetarium or museum. You can go to any bar and spend the whole night for very
little money. You can get competitive and play each other or make friends by playing as a team against other
couples. Just pack a blanket and hey, maybe a secret bottle of wine and the whole night is set. If either of you
is interested in photography, spend the day walking around a nearby town or city, trading the camera back and
forth and see who comes out with the best shots. Make and bottle a batch of salsa together. Figure out who
likes it spicy and who likes it with corn added. Come up with a name for it. Go to a nature center on a day
when they are doing some kind of guided tour. Buy the ingredients for you to both make variations of the
same dish and have a cooking competition. Buy two lottery tickets. Go tubing down a lazy river in the
summer. Go to bingo night somewhere. Google how to give a great massage and take turns perfecting your
techniques. Go through each others phones or computers and share pictures of memorable trips or events from
your life. Tell stories about what is important to you. Indulge in a seasonal activity: This could be from a
scenic overlook in your car or just heading up to the roof of your apartment building. Buy a few different
cheeses, some grapes, and some three-buck Chuck and have a mini wine and cheese party at home, just the
two of you. Go on a tour of a local brewery or winery. Not only are they free and interesting, but usually you
end the tour with a bunch of free samples.
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Beaches are fun, cheap and easy When Karin Willison lived in Los Angeles, traversing the beach path
between Santa Monica and Venice beaches was a weekly activity. But for people with disabilities, a beach day
can be a complex challenge that includes research, tough decisions and lots of compromises. While the United
States Access Board has comprehensive guidelines for recreation and outdoor areas, including standards for
the number of beach access routes required at least one and the width of a "firm and stable" access route
surface, figuring out logistics often requires a lot of research at the expense of the wheelchair user. Honisch
noted the importance of location and facilities: Then, will there be wheelchair-accessible washrooms in the
area or do I have to shorten my trip to ensure that I can get back to a place where I know they do have
wheelchair accessible facilities? For example, "Is there some sort of path along the water that I can enjoy? The
ideal is a power beach wheelchair because then I can control it myself. Parking can be an issue as well. San
Diego-based occupational therapist and CEO of Access Trax Kelly Twichel said in an interview that even
after identifying a parking spot spacious enough to transfer out of a vehicle and into a wheelchair, the process
can still be unpredictable. When individuals have ramps that extend out of their cars, "They really need that
handicap space, and it can be frustrating when someone who does not have a disability parks in their spot. But,
she added, refrain from pitching in without asking unless it looks like an emergency. Where are the most
accessible beaches? Travel blogger John Morris of WheelchairTravel said in an email to Mic that he believes
destinations around the world are becoming increasingly accessible. Morris has to more than 30 countries and
territories, and cited Barcelona, Spain; Cape Town, South Africa; Melbourne, Australia; and Gibraltar as
examples of international destinations with accessible beaches. Free beach wheelchairs are also available to
rent. And in San Diego, California, nine beaches are furnished with beach access mats, manual wheelchairs
and power wheelchairs at select locations as part of its beach accessibility and wheelchair program. Across the
Atlantic, has its Praia Acessivel program, where over of its beaches and rivers are equipped with preferred
parking, adaptive facilities and beach pathways. Praia Carcavelos and Praia do Tamariz in Lisbon are among
those beaches. In Canada, touts a similar program that includes non-slip pathways and water wheelchairs for
rent 24 hours in advance. The best beach resources for people with disabilities Whether it be a local beach trip
or a larger trip, planning in advance is a large chunk of the process. Twichel and Willison said there is no
universal source for determining whether public beaches in America are accessible. If traveling to a national
park, the National Park Service website lists accessibility information at the "Plan Your Visit" tab after
selecting your desired park. He added that helpful apps and websites like " Toilet Finder and help you locate
the nearest public restroom, Access Earth, and provides databases of accessible businesses. And while the
Americans with Disability Act signed in mandates equal opportunity for people with disabilities across all
aspects of daily life across state and local levels, including recreation, accessibility - and to that end, the
perfect beach day - is "rarely perfect," Morris said. But, he added, "whatever limits to accessibility do exist do
not have to prevent me from enjoying the experience.
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Here are 15 free or cheap ideas for your next game night. It is similar to regular war in that the object of the
game is to take possession of all the cards in the deck. This game could last 5 minutes or 5 hours depending on
the course of the game and the aggressiveness of the players. Read the rules for the game, also known as
Egyptian Ratscrew. Spades If you want to play a card game and you have exactly four players, I highly
recommend the game of Spades. I like this game because you can play with a partner which often adds even
more excitement to game night. Check out the Spades rules to learn how to play. Spoons This game is played
by sitting in a circle with one less spoon in the middle than there are participants kind of like musical chairs.
Each player starts with 4 cards in their hands. The goal is to get 4 of the same rank. As a deck of cards is
passed around the circle one card at a time, your goal is to find a desired card and then discreetly exchange it
for one you want to discard from your hand. Once you get 4 cards of the same rank, discreetly get a spoon
from the middle. When other players notice that a spoon is missing from the the middle, they all must attempt
to grab a spoon as quickly as possible in order to not be the only one left without one. Pictionary Not an artist?
Charades You can never go wrong with a classic game like charades. Simply split into teams and then have
one person from each team act out a movie, book, or TV show to see who can guess the answer. This is a great
game for introverts who want to be less shy. Telephone One person starts the game by whispering a sentence
into the ear of the person sitting next to them. They whisper what they think they heard to the person on the
other side of them. This continues until the sentence gets to the last person. At that time, the person says out
loud what they think they heard. I enjoy Mexican Train and Chickenfoot. Apples to Apples Expansion One of
the most popular games for game nights right now is Apples to Apples. In this game, you match up adjectives
and nouns for a night of hilarious comparisons. To save money, buy just the expansion set or the travel
version. Never Have I Ever This is one of my absolute favorite games, but it must be played with at least a
dozen people, preferably more. The concept is similar to musical chairs in that there is one less chair than
there are people. Arrange the chairs in a circle looking inward. One person stands in the middle and announces
one thing that they have never done. The person in the middle would also find a chair. Whoever is left without
a chair is the new person in the middle and will take a turn announcing what they have never done. Would
You Rather The more creative you are, the more fun this game can be. For this game, the players move to one
side of the room or another depending on what they prefer given two options. For example, the first set of
options might be wearing shoes or going barefoot. Keep track of the answers to see who has the most in
common with each other. Instead of paying full price for the actual game, just make up the questions yourself.
Then, go around the room letting people guess a match up of a person and an answer. If they are correct, that
person gets a point, and the person whose answer was guessed is out. Continue going around the room until
one person is left. That person gets three points. Game Night Rotation Instead of a book club, start a game
club. If you have six participants and meet once a month, you will only have to buy a game every six months.
And hopefully you will like the game so much that you can play it for multiple rotations of game club. Puzzles
An alternative to playing a game is to do a puzzle. This will give you a good opportunity to talk and catch up
with family and friends instead of only discussing what is going on in the game. Puzzles come in a wide range
of prices, but you can find some pretty good ones at your local dollar store. Final Word Games are a priceless
way to interact with friends and family while creating lasting memories. Choose from the above or make up
your own for an budget-friendly night of entertainment.
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Not only are these do it yourself crafts cheap, though, they are actually all pretty cool. Some DIYs for teens
are just downright stupid, but I have made more than 10 of these off the list. I am thinking about making some
to sell soon. I would love to know your favorites and if you have any more fun teen crafts you want to share
with me. Share with a comment below or follow me on Facebook and message me there. You are sure to find
at least 10 things you absolutely have to make this weekend! Hit the dollar store for cheap supplies, but many
of these cool but cheap DIY ideas can be made with things you already have around the house. A Simple
Clutch iheartnaptime This is a fun little sewing project that just about anyone can make for next to nothing. If
you need a cool DIY gift idea on a budget, this little pouch is the crafty project for you. Use leftover fabric
scraps or repurpose an old clothing item for a fun print. Add a zipper, and voila! Store makeup, school
supplies, your phone, loose change and more in this adorable little DIY clutch. Sharpie Tie Dye T-Shirt
diyprojectsforteens One of my favorite projects ever, this cool tie dye T-shirt is made using only Sharpies and
rubbing alcohol. The alcohol also helps set the Sharpie in the T-shirt fibers. Super cheap to make, you just
need a plain white tee. I had my friends come over and make some and it was super fun! Cute idea for girls
slumber parties or birthday party favors. Reversible Coffee Cup Sleeves craftystaci A cute coffee cozy makes
an awesome DIY gift idea â€” after you have made 2 or 3 for yourself, that is! Starbucks is even better with
your own homemade coffee cozy. Ditch the paper wrap for a hand sewn craft you will enjoy for many coffees
to come. This comb takes on a whole new look when you add the colors of your choice. Much more
fashionable and dressed up. I made some of these in neutral colors and then some fun brights to go with my
summer stuff. Friends have been asking me to make some for them and I am seriously thinking about starting
a business selling these crafts. You can buy cheap hair clips like this at Walmart or a dollar store. Glitter, no
surprise, is one of my top go to crafting supplies. If you are looking for a fun and easy DIY idea and are in
need of a different look for your phone, you have to try this cool project. Make a Polka Dot Mirror.
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Adult party game ideas: Give each player a straw and have them sit around it. Each player now has 30 seconds
each to use their straw to suck and transport their Malteser from the bowl to their hand. The player with the
most wins. Before playing, write down a list of everyday life scenarios. Marriage proposal, tread in dog doo,
miss the bus. Break everyone equally into Teams A and B. Everyone in Team A leaves the room, bar one
person. Team B will be the audience Quickly show one of your life scenarios to the member of Team A. After
10 seconds, a 2nd member of their team returns Teammate 1 now acts out a clue to help Teammate 2 guess the
scenario â€” using only mime. After 10 seconds have passed, a 3rd member of Team A returns. Teammate 2
now acts out what they think the scenario is. And so on The last person of Team A then makes the final guess.
Once done, Team B takes their turn. Ice Cubes Split everyone into two even teams. No one is allowed keep a
cube for more than a few seconds, so make sure the cubes are being passed between players. First team to melt
the cube or tray of cubes wins. Sing Song Ping Pong Decide early on what type of songs to use. Decide who
goes first, with that person singing a line of a song preferably the chorus, always easier. The rest of the group
then think of another song featuring any of the words currently being sung. Round out these adult party game
ideas with a singalong. Stand in a circle. Blindfold a guest and have them stand in the middle. The game
continues until someone is caught. Pass the Orange The most well known of adult party game ideas here.
Break into two lines, each with varying head heights. In this case, the orange is passed back to the first player
and their whole line starts again. To win, the last player with the orange must transfer it back to the first, via
their chin. You also can play with 4 smaller teams. Run this game as before, with the fastest team winning.
You can also play as a circle. Also, try playing with odd-shaped vegetables â€” like turnips, avocados and
aubergines. For the Forehead version of this game, check here. Balloon Volleyball Unlike regular volleyball,
using a balloon means you can play indoors without risk to furniture or people. You can also play by sitting on
the floor. String up a net with rope or a long bedsheet , and divide into two equal teams. Start the game, by
instructing the first team with the balloon to hit it across the net to the next team. The other team then hits it
back If a team fails to hit the balloon, or the balloon hits the floor â€” the opposite team scores a point Set a
time limit for each round. The team with the highest score in a given series of rounds wins. For extra mess, fill
the balloon with shaving cream. Dancing Chain Stand everyone in a circle, and nominate someone to start the
dance chain. They do this, by making a simple dance move. Waving their hands in the air. Or kick out a leg.
Keep the move simple, as everyone else will need to copy it. The player to their left then leads the circle, by
repeating the move Once the entire circle has done it, this new player repeats the move, before adding their
own The player to their left then leads the circle with the new move, and so on. Keep the whole thing going,
until an entire dance routine has been created. The game ends with the whole circle performing the routine
together. Drama Queen Like Charades Relay, this game involves acting out life scenarios. This time, tailor
them to be specific to your life. For example â€” someone who loves the bar scene; or who works in a busy
office; or who goes to the gym every day. Write out two identical lists. Tear each list into strips, with each list
getting a bowl Split everyone into two even teams. Players take it in turns to act out a scenario for their group
to guess The fastest team to complete the list wins. Laughing Game Get everyone seated round a table or in a
circle. Anyone who starts laughing is knocked out of the game.
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In case you need some inspiration, check out the galvanizes pipe curtain rod project from littleredbrickhouse.
For example, you could use curtains to divide two spaces in a casual way. In any case, consider making the
rod stand out. Maybe you could repurpose something like a paddle or an antique boat hook like the one
featured on findingsilverpennies. View in gallery Anything that has the right shape and length can be
repurposed into a curtain rod. For example, a PVC pipe can work just fine. Cut it to size and use some spray
paint to make it look less boring and ordinary. The project featured on livelaughandcraft also suggests adding
two wood blocks at the ends. The combination is very inspired. View in gallery There are plenty of ways to
make DIY curtain rods look interesting. You can try to customize a rod using twine. Basically you just take a
plain and inexpensive rod and you wrap twine around it from end to end. You could use a hot glue gun to
make sure the twine stays in place. You can just attach a wooden board to the wall just above the window and
then hammer a bunch of large nails in it at equal distances. Each nail will hold a ring. If you like this idea,
check out the full tutorial on how to make this curtain hanger on inspiredbycharm. The rod is replaced by a
piece of reclaimed wood with a really cool finish and the rings are replaced by metal hooks. Consider this
option for your shower curtain or for any curtain that doubles as a space divider. This is one of the most
ingenious and affordable ideas on our list. Naturally, some spray paint is needed in order to make the pipes
look less like PVC pipes and more like actual curtain rods. In fact, some of the most interesting designs are
those that stay away from all the usual things. A nice example is the project featured on vintagehomelove
which involves some thick rope, hex nuts, fender washers, boat cleats, eye-bolts and curtain rings. This totally
reinvents the DIY curtain rod ideas that we were familiar with.
Chapter 7 : Fun, Cheap, and Easy
Super cheap to make, you just need a plain white tee.I had my friends come over and make some and it was super
fun!Cute idea for girls slumber parties or birthday party favors. 3. Reversible Coffee Cup Sleeves.

Chapter 8 : 50 Fun, Cheap Dates (That Arenâ€™t Netflix) | Thought Catalog
Wednesday Addams made easy with a black button-down tucked into a black skirt. Add braids and make use of your
bitchy resting face. Sign up for the BuzzFeed DIY newsletter! Sign up. Great! You.

Chapter 9 : 99 Awesome Crafts You Can Make For Less Than $5
There are several fun and cheap card games that I have played, such as Uno, Phase 10, and Skip-Bo. A deck of Uno
cards starts at around $7. A deck of Uno cards starts at around $7. 9.
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